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Simulation is fundamental to science and technology

Largest supercomputers in the world (Nov 2019)

#1. “Summit” @ Oak Ridge: “A Sneak Peek at 19 Science Simulations for the Summit Supercomputer in 2019”

1. Evolution of the universe
2. Whole-cell simulation
3. Inside a nuclear reactor
4. Post-Moore’s Law graphene circuits
5. Formation of matter
6. Cell’s molecular machine
7. Unpacking the nucleus
8. Mars landing
9. Deep learning for microscopy

10. Elements from star explosions

11. Cancer data
12. Earthquake resilience for cities
13. Nature of elusive neutrinos
14. Extreme weather with deep learning
15. Flexible, lightweight solar cells
16. Virtual fusion reactor
17. Unpredictable material properties
18. Genetic clues in the opioid crisis
19. Turbulent environments

https://www.top500.org/lists/2019/11/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/2019/01/17/a-sneak-peek-at-19-science-simulations-for-the-summit-supercomputer-in-2019/


Simulation is fundamental to science and technology

Largest supercomputers in the world (Nov 2019)

#1. “Summit” @ Oak Ridge: “A Sneak Peek at 19 Science Simulations for the Summit Supercomputer in 2019”

#2 “Sierra” @ Lawrence Livermore: “[nuclear] simulation in lieu of underground testing”

#3 “Sunway TaihuLight” @ NSC, Wuxi: “simulated the Universe with 10 trillion digital particles”

#4 “Tianhe-2A” @ NSC, Guangzhou: “main application … is for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) ... aircraft simulations”

#5 “Frontera” @ TACC: “high-resolution climate simulations, molecular dynamics models with millions of atoms”

#6 “Piz Daint” @ CSCS: “simulate processes for projects in geophysics, materials science, chemistry, ... climate modeling”

#7 “Trinity” @ Los Alamos: “A trillion-particle simulation? No sweat for the Trinity supercomputer at Los Alamos”

(#8 “ABCI” @ AIST, Japan: not simulation, but deep learning)

#9  “SuperMUC-NG” @ Leibniz Supercomputing Centre: “Researchers Visualize the Largest Turbulence Simulation Ever”

#10 “Lassen” @ Lawrence Livermore: “The system is designated for unclassified simulation and analysis”

https://www.top500.org/lists/2019/11/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/2019/01/17/a-sneak-peek-at-19-science-simulations-for-the-summit-supercomputer-in-2019/
https://computing.llnl.gov/computers/sierra
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-simulate-universe-supercomputer
https://futurism.com/china-upgrades-most-powerful-supercomputer-in-the-world-hosts-it-in-defense-research-center
https://www.tacc.utexas.edu/-/frontera-named-5th-fastest-supercomputer-in-the-world
https://spectrum.ieee.org/computing/hardware/piz-daint-supercomputer-shows-the-way-ahead-on-efficiency
https://www.wired.com/story/this-bomb-simulating-us-supercomputer-broke-a-world-record/
https://www.hpcwire.com/2019/10/30/researchers-visualize-the-largest-turbulence-simulation-ever/
https://computing.llnl.gov/computers/lassen


Why learn simulation?

 Engineered simulators:

1. Substantial effort to build

2. Substantial resources to run

3. Only as accurate as the model

4. Not always suitable for solving inverse 
problems



 Learned simulators:

1. Reusable general architectures 

2. Can be directly optimized for efficiency

3. Can be as accurate as the available data

4. Gradient-based search for control, 
inference, etc

 Engineered simulators:

1. Substantial effort to build

2. Substantial resources to run

3. Only as accurate as the model

4. Not always suitable for solving inverse 
problems

Interpretability: Some learned model sub-components can be interpreted, 
e.g., using symbolic regression (see this paper)

Why learn simulation?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.05862


Edge function

Previous work on learning simulation: Interaction Networks

● Relational inductive biases: physical system as a graph

● Learning message-passing

Node function

Edge aggregation

Battaglia et al., 2016, NeurIPS



Previous work on learning simulation: Interaction Networks

Gravitational forces Rigid collisions Spring and rigid collisions

Battaglia et al., 2016, NeurIPS



Previous work: Graph Nets to simulate & control Mujoco systems
Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2018, ICML; Battaglia et al. 2018

GNs as composable building blocks

Graph Network (GN)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xz10hSZzQj9-VhGhwhrpyZSGC4kEKTun/preview


Simulating real Jaco arm 
trajectories

Single model simulating 
multiple systems

Previous work: Graph Nets to simulate & control Mujoco systems
Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2018, ICML; Battaglia et al. 2018

https://docs.google.com/file/d/16nKrjyTT5bOcW3xlblqmK0tJKi5COAKZ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/19riWs92VBXq-SrGg9vrS-coVD47gLuSK/preview


Can Graph Net simulators scale to real-world complexity?

● So far we’ve studied relatively small domains: ~10s of bodies, ~100s of steps



Can Graph Net simulators scale to real-world complexity?

● So far we’ve studied relatively small domains: ~10s of bodies, ~100s of steps

● Modern simulators use orders of magnitude more particles and time steps

Molecular dynamics Turbulence Evolution of universe



This work: Simulating complex fluids and other materials

● Up to 85k particles

● Stable for thousands of time steps

● Strong tests of generalization

Single GraphNets architecture with single set of hyperparameters



Model Framework
Train on 1 Step, Rollout 1000s Steps
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Model Framework

- Message-passing steps (x10) 
- Edge function: MLP
- Node function: MLP

ProcessorEncoder

- Input features:
- Position
- Previous 5 velocities
- Particle type

- Embed features with MLPs
- Construct neighbourhood graph

Decoder

- Extract acceleration
- Feed into Euler integrator



Results: Same model, hyperparameters across datasets
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Results: Same model, hyperparameters across datasets



SPH MPM PBD

Results: Same model, hyperparameters across datasets

Data from 3 distinct simulators:



Results: Rollout over 1000 steps (initialized from timestep=0)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1o2uIg6fNI_MxDiyidwjQvpoyEPyiXTXg/preview


Generalization to significantly more particles



Generalization to significantly more particles

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WTYeR7zpT9UyvQAwcYHZyVoNAwOsCfOF/preview


Generalization to significantly more particles

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CLTaXW6H2W3DhinMnkUBH7CDZvnplp1t/preview


Generalization to different initial conditions

Training

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Uo2wKvDENmXErL-yPrEmCU3Xts1K5NJ8/preview


Generalization

Generalization to different initial conditions

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11St6p6nAR1jQs42X7aJV3vXl_Elfp954/preview


Results: Why does this work?

We ran 12+ hyperparameter ablations, and identified several key architectural choices



Results: Key architectural choices

Message passing steps

2 steps

10 steps

#message passing steps connectivity radius
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Noise std



Results: Robust to many parameter choices
Takeaway:
➔ Message passing steps + 

connectivity radius:
Performance/accuracy 
tradeoff

➔ Random walk noise is  
effective in preventing error 
accumulation

➔ Many model details have 
minor impact on performance

1. # of inputs steps

2. # of MLP layers

3. Layer size

4. Deep encoder

5. Deep decoder

6. Self-edges

7. Global latent

8. Edge latent

9. Residual gravity

...



Results: Why does this work?

Let’s talk about generalization

Inductive biases:

- Shared node, edge functions:
dynamics is the same for all particles 

- Relative encoding:
absolute position is never observed,
only position difference to neighbors 

Effects:

- Reduced input space, observing 
translational symmetry

- Effectively more training data; each 
particle is a “sample”

- Less likely to overfit, more likely to 
generalize out-of-distribution



Related work and baselines 

Ours
general
purpose

CConv
only
liquids

DPI
hardcoded
constraints

● Continuous Convolutions
[Ummenhofer et al, ICLR 2020]

● DPI-Nets 
[Li et al., ICLR 2019]

● TempoGAN
[Xie et al, SIGGRAPH 2018]

● Physics Forests
[Ladicky et al, SIGGRAPH Asia 2015]



Limitations

Stability of elastic materials

Inference time

Predictions from states



Limitations

Stability of elastic materials Learning from simulations with 
connectivity (e.g. FEM)

Inference time Taking large time steps, 
spatial/temporal adaptivity

Predictions from states Combining with mesh generation 
from images

How far can we scale up?
Can we do millions of particles?

            Future work&



Conclusions

● High-quality general-purpose learned simulator:
○ Fluids, rigid solids, deformable materials
○ Graph-based, up to 85k particle nodes
○ Stable rollouts for thousands of time steps

● Strong generalization to larger domains, different 
initial conditions, etc

● Hopefully will open the door to high-performance 
scientific and engineering applications
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